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William Randolph Hearst's dazzling "castle" at San Simeon, California, is famous world round, yet
only the aficionado can name Julia Morgan as the architect who built it. For more than thirty years
she worked with Hearst in a rare collaboration, creating not only his art-filled hilltop palace but also a
fairytale Bavarian "village" known as Wyntoon and many other commercial and domestic structures.
Yet the Hearst commissions, notable as they are, are not Morgan's only claim to fame.Given the
sweep of Morgan's accomplishments, it is astonishing that this is the first substantial book ever
devoted to her career. Painstakingly researched for more than a decade by Sarah Holmes Boutelle,
founder of the Julia Morgan Association, this handsome volume lovingly document's Morgan's life
and work. This is a remarkable book celebrating the achievements of a remarkable woman.
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This is an outstanding book on Morgan's life and work. Well written text, detailed history,
biographical information, and quality photos of the many buildings are just of few of the book's
strong points. Morgan designed hundreds of buildings during her over 50-year career, and the
author deserves credit for covering so many of them. Of course, she is most famous for the projects
she did for Hearst, such as the "Castle" and Wyntoon, the Austrian/Bavarian style estate near Mt.
Shasta in northern California, but she created many other important buildings also, which get
discussed in detail in this fine volume. Also included are scans of the original plans. Out of all the
books on Morgan, this one is by far the best, and well worth your time and money.A little side note

here, I've done five different tours of the Hearst Castle over the years, so have had an opportunity
personally to view one of her most important works. During one of the tours, the guide said that a
few years ago they had a 6.4 magnitude earthquake there, but except for a few tiles that came off
here and there, the castle sustained no damage. That's because despite the delicate looking
surface ornamentation, underneath the building is steel reinforced concrete, with even thicker walls
than necessary. As a result, the entire Hearst Castle sustained almost no damage during the quake,
and no structural damage, and the only really dramatic thing that happened was the guide said that
the quake shook things violently enough so that a lot of water sloshed out of the big Neptune pool.
:-)One of the guides said some interesting things about Hearst's wealth. By the standards of the
time, he was certainly very wealthy, earning $50,000 a day back in the early 30s.
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